Hannibal Arts Council
PHOTOGRAPHY CHANNEL
May 22-July 17, 2021

*We want to feature your digital images!*  

No need for printing or framing...just email us your digital images from your phone, camera, Instagram or Facebook accounts and we will show them on our 55” television during the exhibit dates.

**Theme:** *WHERE FLOWERS BLOOM, SO DOES HOPE*  
Submitted digital images (up to 5) should feature shots of flowers—fields of flowers, flowers in your yard or garden, potted flowers, flowers in a vase, etc.

**How to enter:** Submit your digital images (up to 5) by emailing them to kerrieo@hannibalarts.com by the deadline below. Be sure to put your name in the subject line or body of the email. If digital images are large files, please submit in separate emails.

**Deadline:** Wednesday, May 19

**Questions:** 573-221-6545 or kerrieo@hannibalarts.com